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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 LETTER FROM ALAIN BOSTOEN, CEO

“At Christeyns we are a family of passionate expert

Sustainability deserves far more than Greenwashing

staff aiming to continuously improve both ourselves

and hollow slogans. It has always been and will always

and our customer’s operations.

be part of our DNA.

Christeyns has grown into a global firm, but has con-

Sustainability is the essence of what a company is

sciously decided to keep its status as a privately held

about. Sustainability, ‘to sustain’ is about being able to

family company. This allows us to take a unique, long-

continue to do what we do well. To challenge our daily

term view on sustainability. We are free from external

operations in every possible way, in order to improve

pressures, common in publicly listed firms.

the likelihood that we will be able to prosper. It is no
revolution, it is about natural evolution, so we can continue to exist.
At Christeyns this is the spirit in which we have always

Sustainability has
always been and will
always be part of our
DNA.

conducted our business, but for the first time we have
put our commitments on paper in this report. It is by
no means a final product, rather very much work in
progress. We have decided to work on those UN Sustainable Goals of which we feel we can really make a
change. The report is aimed at tracking our status, at
highlighting some of the many achievements our people are reaching every day, and at setting some progress goals.

So I will not write an introduction on how ‘important
sustainability is for us as a steward of society’ and ‘how
we are now striving for a clean green happy world’.

CEO
Alain Bostoen
the factories, the raw materials and packaging we use,
the transport needed to ship our products and service
our customers, our “good housefather” way of doing
business fairly, the digitalisation of our businesses, our
behaviour towards our staff, and many more.

To cover Sustainability, we need to look both internally
and externally. The internal facet refers to what we do
in our own operations. This includes our impact from

4

The external components are firstly about what we do
to reduce the impact in our customers operations &
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We aim to be a good neighbour in our local communities.
For instance by offering trainings and education, by
volunteering in local projects or by helping out the
underprivileged via the Christeyns Foundation.

how we interact with our surrounding communities. As

projects or by helping out the underprivileged via the

manufacturers of chemicals we have a responsibility

Christeyns Foundation.

to keep health and safety risks associated with our
products to a minimum. For our customer’s staff, we
develop chemical processes that go far beyond ‘clean’
or ‘hygienic’. Our expertise allows our customers to
massively reduce their water consumption and efflu-

Combining both the internal and external perspective,
we have the opportunity to make an impact. Every day,
everywhere.
We have just started!”

ent bills, to save energy, and reduce CO2 impact significantly.
Secondly, it is about the way we deal with the various
stakeholders of our surroundings. We aim to be a good

Alain Bostoen
CEO

neighbour in our local communities. For instance by offering trainings and education, by volunteering in local

5
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1.2 CHRISTEYNS GROUP
Our Activities

At Christeyns we are specialized in hygiene chemicals. Started as a local
Belgian soap factory in 1946, we now produce detergents and cleaning
agents for all kinds of industrial applications.
- The professional textile care sector: our detergents help
industrial laundries to get the linen of hotels, restaurants, hospitals,
care institutions and industry clean and hygienic.
- The food and beverage sector: our specialized cleaning products
are used to clean surfaces that come into contact with food. We

Food Processing
and Retail

supply, for example, to meat and fish processing companies, dairies,
cheese producers, breweries, etc.
- The professional cleaning sector: we provide cleaning products
such as degreasers, window cleaners, floor cleaners, toilet cleaners,
etc. to large cleaning companies, to distributors of cleaning agents
or directly to large hotels and hospitals.
- The medical, pharmaceutical and cosmetic industry: in the Medical

Professional
Textile Care

Professional
Cleaning

Care & Life Sciences division, our cleaning and disinfecting agents
are used in operating theaters of hospitals and in 'clean rooms' of
pharmaceutical and cosmetic companies.
Next to its hygiene activities, Christeyns group also has 2 sister
companies:

Medical Care

This report focuses on our hygiene activities.
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Life Sciences
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“

At Christeyns, we are a family of experts with
a passion, who are continuously committed
to improving the business of our customers.

Mission and Values

”

FAMILY
•

We have deep respect for each other and for our customers

•

We aim to be positive and strong team players

•

We use open and constructive communication

PASSION
•

We show passion, in everything we do!

•

We have a sincere interest in our customer's business

EXPERTS
•

We keep your expertise up to date and follow the latest
trends in our fields

•

We share our knowledge

•

We always behave professionally

IMPROVE CONTINUOUSLY

7

•

We always adopt a solution-oriented attitude and make
that extra effort

•

We always question the Status Quo, think ahead and
identify opportunities for further improvement
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100%

Founded in

1946

B2B

in Ghent, Belgium

77

46

R&D experts

Offices globally

493

17

CHRISTEYNS

Sales & service staff

Production Centres

In a Nutshell
€282m

1157

Yearly Turnover

Employees

113

27850

Ecolabelled products
& concepts

customer sites

8

9

Laboratories/Research
Centres
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1.3 OUR COMMITMENT & GOALS

Christeyns aligns its CSR actions and objectives with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the United Nations.

The leaders of 193 countries developed and adopted
seventeen Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) that
aim to end poverty, inequality, and climate change by 2030.
Christeyns Groups addresses these goals by engaging in
several initiatives that contribute to the construction of a
sustainable future. Even though some are more relevant to
our activities than others, we attempt to consider as many
of the goals as possible.

PRIORITY SDG'S

9
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OUR COMMITMENT
High priority SDG's

3

Our employees are the key asset to our organisation and their
personal development is vital to the longterm growth of the business.
We aim to ensure their health, their
economic and professional advancement
as well as their mental wellbeing. By
promoting measures such as flexible
working hours and teleworking, we offer
the possibility to keep a good balance
between work and family life.
Both to our employees and our customers
we offer training and development
activities that have a distinct focus a.o. on
business improvement, health & safety and
the environment.

7

We need lots of energy to produce and transport our products, and to carry out cleaning procedures at our customers. At the Christeyns
production sites we strive to increase the
share of renewable energy for our operations. And by implementing our advanced
energy saving technologies we also help
our customers to drastically reduce their
energy consumption.

5

Christeyns
is
an
equal
opportunity employer and is
committed to ensuring within the framework of the law that its workplaces are
free from unlawful or unfair discrimination
on the grounds of age, disability, gender, gender reassignment, marital or civil
partnership status, pregnancy or maternity, race, religion or belief and sexual orientation.
Recruitment and employment decisions
are made on the basis of fair and objective
criteria.

12

Our main production plants
have obtained the ISO 14001
environmental management certificate.
Goal is to gradually implement this also
in the smaller factories of the Christeyns
group.
We make sure all our employees know how
to safely deal with dangerous products and
take actions to make them more conscious
of their own consumption patterns.

10

6

In our line of business, water
is indispensable. It is used in
the production process of our hygiene
products, in our own cleaning activities
and to clean or wash at our customers’
site.
Our contribution to this SDG
can be substantial. By investing in
innovative concepts and equipment, we
show our commitment to reducing our
environmental impact through effective
management of water resources, both at
our manufacturing plants and at customer
sites. With our hygiene products we aim
to make sure hygiene is a basic right for
everybody.

13

On group level we investigate the carbon footprint
of our products and supply chain, and will
implement measures to gradually reduce it
as much as possible.
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Medium priority SDG's

1

4

8

9

10

11

Via Christeyns Foundation, we are
committed to having a social impact on the local community we are
active in. Poverty continues to be on
the rise and the corona crisis definitely
deteriorated the situation. Despite the
fact that charitable organisations do
whatever they can to help, it is much
more difficult for poor people to access
hygiene products than food. Under the
motto "Hygiene is a basic right" we try to
do our bit by regularly donating hygiene
products to the poor.

We continuously improve our existing infrastructures, implementing
technological innovations and retrofitting
installations where necessary in order to
make them safer, healthier and/or more
sustainable.

To our employees we offer
lifelong learning opportunities,
so that those who want can work on
their personal development. We establish close relationships with schools and
educational centres, regularly offering
internships and apprenticeships in our
companies.

As employer we strive for
offering equal opportunities to
all employees or candidates, irrespective
of age, sex, disability, race, ethnicity, origin, religion or economic or other status

Over the years, our scientific research
and development in various domains has
put us on the map as leading chemical
supplier in Europe. This commitment to
invest in R&D will definitely continue in
the coming years.

11

Through
careful
financial
management, Christeyns is a
financially healthy company that focuses
on long-term growth, offering stability
and security to its employees.

Actively
engaging
in
the
local community and being
recognised as a responsible neighbour is
fundamental for Christeyns, since many
of our employees reside at relatively
short distance from the Christeyns offices. Where practical, we will endeavour
to use locally based businesses, ensuring
that both parties achieve commercially
sensible arrangements and behave in a
totally ethical manner.
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Signing the Global Compact
In 2021 we will sign the Global Compact as the Christeyns Group, to show the dedication of the organisation to the 17
Sustainable Development Goals and the 10 Principles of the Global Compact. We will join 13550 other companies as
active participants, receiving guidance and support to reach our yearly objectives more efficiently.

17
Goals

10

Principles

13550
Companies

12
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2 PEOPLE | OUR SOCIAL IMPACT
2.1 EMPLOYEE WELLBEING

Employees are the key assets to our organisation, the one thing that really makes a company “company”. They serve our
customers daily. Therefore, their personal development and support is vital to the long-term growth of the business. Our
core training and development activities have a distinct focus on business improvement, health, wellbeing, safety and
the environment. We strive at enabling everyone to feel proud of the work they do and the company they work for.

14
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A. Training & personal development with our Christeyns Academy

Christeyns’

very

own

training

institute

Christeyns

Academy aims at stimulating continuous learning for both
our employees and our customers. The Academy offers
courses on various subjects, ranging from technical topics,
health and safety practices to onboarding courses and
much more.

During

the

2020

corona

pandemic,

no

customer seminars were organised.
The majority of the employee courses were
taught via virtual communication platforms.
This recent switch to online platforms such as Teams
and Zoom has allowed Christeyns Academy to grow

The Academy has two main goals: First of all, it brings

significantly. Employees from around the world are able

people together. Courses are often taught in groups,

to join webinars from home, eliminating time waste and

and teamwork is greatly stimulated. It is important that

drastically reducing CO2 emissions.

employees are able to make connections with other
participants from which they could benefit in the future. By
pushing our people to work together and communicate,
we create an environment where they feel valued and
engaged. The second goal of the Academy is to implement
a universal level of knowledge within the group. Courses
on important subjects such as safety are standardized,
in order to assure a certain standard of understanding
among our employees.

15
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As one of the few things, Christeyns Academy has
been impacted positively by the pandemic. The rapid
transformation to online communication has allowed
us to provide employees from around the world with
low-cost and highly efficient courses.

Kathleen Van Steenbergen,
Head of Christeyns Academy

16
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e-CADEMY
BY C H R I ST E Y N S

1245

training hours (employees)

2020

19

courses

start of digital
webinars

5531

training hours (customers)

18

online

3996 customers
733 employees

4729
participants

1

real life

17
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B. Teamwork makes the dream work

Christeyns wants to be a company where employees feel

From group challenges such as our Ugly Christmas

at home and work well together. In order to build a strong

Sweater contest, employees facilitating and coordinating

group mindedness, internal communication plays a cru-

(virtual) sports events, volunteers setting up social events,

cial role. Since many years, Christeyns uses Yammer as an

… we welcome all kinds of initiatives.

intercompany platform to share experiences, celebrate
successes, ask expert advice from colleagues about problems encountered in the market, and simply to be aware
of what is going on in the group.

In 2019 we also launched Soap Stories, our internal periodical newsletter sent via mail, with short
stories on recent projects within
the group. During the lockdown

57

National and
international
stories

total of 8 editions covering 57
national and international stories.

started up in 2020: TUUPETEGOARE. Tuupetegoare is a
Ghent dialect word and means as much as “all together”.
Under the supervision of coordinator & service designer
Valerie Bourdeau, this long-term project in our Ghent
production site focuses on improving work conditions and

in 2020 we kept our colleagues informed and connected, with a

In Christeyns Belgium, a special teambuilding project was

8

Editions

relations in the factory, stimulating entrepreneurship and
problemsolving through teamwork. In a dedicated hardcopy magazine for the blue-collar workers, the improvement projects and their participants are put in the spotlight, creating a sense of community.

18
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C. Health & Safety

Christeyns is committed to providing and maintaining a

Christeyns continues to strive for zero workplace injuries.

workplace that protects the health, safety and welfare of

Up untill now there are no detailed metrics about the

its employees, customers, contractors, visitors, and others

nature of the safety incidents, therefore the figures reflect

affected by our work. The focus is both on preventing

both very small injuries and more severe ones. Goal for the

work related injury & ill health and actively promote posi-

following years is to make the group data more specific.

tive wellbeing. We regularly carry out assessments, elimi-

Average H&S
training hours
per employee
per year

nate risks where possible or apply measures to reduce and
control them.
To show our commitment towards occupational health
and safety some of our production plants are ISO 45001

2,2

certified. The goal of this international standard is twofold:
prevent work-related injury and ill health, and improve the

hours

company’s internal health and safety performance.

26%

of our production sites
are ISO 45001 certified

50

3,5

hours

2

hours

safety incidents in
production sites

3

safety incidents in
non-production sites
19

Production
sites

Non-production
sites
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Introducing teleworking
wherever possible

Replacing live meetings
with Teams meetings

Not allowing any
external visitors

Corona-measures
When new risks emerge, such as with the
corona pandemic, we react in an agile way
and adopt systems or processes where

Implementing extra cleaning &
disinfection procedures of all
critical touch points

Introducing face
masks on site

needed. As such, we implemented the
following 2020 special covid-19 measures.

Installing multiple hand
hygiene stations

Implementing a 1,5m distance
rule in all open plant offices and
installing plexi shields between
the desks

20

Encouraging team leaders
to pay extra attention to the
team members mental health
and to keeping the team
connected
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In terms of Mental Health of our employees 2020 has
been a difficult year. With an increasing number of
burn-outs, people in lockdown feeling lonely, temporary
unemployment leading to insecurity, it has been quite
a challenge.

Our Christeyns UK colleagues developed

the “Mental Health Champions” project. Mental Health
champions are employees who take action to raise awareness of mental health problems amongst staff, challenge
mental health stigma, and provide peer support to colleagues. The team of champions meet every 2 months to

Raise awareness of mental
health problems amongst staff

discuss awareness campaigns, assess the well-being status of the business and action any areas of concern. All
the Mental Health Champions are trained “Mental Health
First Aiders” - a 2 day course provided by Mental Health
First Aid England.

Peer support to
colleagues

Meet every 2 months
to discuss awareness
campaigns

Mental Health
First Aiders
in UK
Assess the
well-being status

2 day course
provided by Mental
Health First Aid
England
Challenge mental
health stigma

21
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In order to enhance the general well-being of its employees,
Christeyns Belgium created a whole new recreational area
at the production site in Ghent. The zone has been named
“Club C”, and provides the employees a comfortable place
to eat, relax and interact informally with the colleagues. It
includes a fitness room and game room with ping pong
tables and table soccer

CLUB C

22
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D. Equality

Christeyns is committed to ensuring within the framework
of the law that its workplaces are free from unlawful
or unfair discrimination on the grounds of age, race,
disability, gender, civil partnership status, ideology and
sexual orientation. All staff have a right to equality of
opportunities and have a duty to help implement this
Policy. Harassment and bullying pollute the working
environment and can have a devastating effect on the
health, confidence, morale, and performance of the people
affected and/or the witnesses to this behaviour.
As far as recruitement is concerned, we only look at the

In Spain, Betelgeux-Christeyns
has been awarded the «Fent
empresa. Iguals en oportunitats»,
awarded by the Generalitat
Valenciana.

qualities and personalities, and always go for the best
matching candidates, regardless of their race, gender or
age.

34%
31%

female
employees

All staff have a right to equality of
opportunities and have a duty to help
implement this Policy.

23

women in
executive postitions

69%

male
employees
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2.2 LOCAL COMMUNITY IMPACT
We feel we have a duty. A duty to be a good neighbour and a caring partner. A duty to have social impact. That’s why
we support various initiatives to give back to the community we operate in.

A. Giving Back | Christeyns Foundation
In order to streamline and centralise these initiatives, we
are setting up Christeyns Foundation in 2021. Funding will
be collected from all Christeyns companies. The focus will
be on local initiatives, such as the improvement of hygiene
and health through product donations, training initiatives,
local community festivities, education for less fortunate
people, equal opportunities, etc. You can read all about
the initiatives on the “We Care” section of our website.

With a donation of
Christeyns France
colleagues responded
together to the call for
blood donations during the corona lockdown

foundation

disinfection products, Christeyns
Belgium supported Battmobiel, a
start-up making its shared electric cars
available free of charge to volunteers who
wanted to help during the pandemic.
Christeyns also supplied disinfection
products to a local school.

With this centralization we hope to make a bigger difference with our charity efforts.
Due to the corona pandemic, many activities unfortunately
got cancelled in 2020. Still, within the limitations of the
prevailing measures in the different countries, we managed to organise some actions, such as:

Christeyns sets up various initiatives to support
the less fortunate in the local communities.
24
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In collaboration with
the Lega del filo
d’oro, Christeyns Italia
has supported through a
donation the completion of
the new National Center in Osimo,
a complex with residences, swimming
pools, gyms and classrooms to offer
personalized rehabilitation programs

Betelgeux-Christeyns

to deafblind and multi-sensory

in Spain financially

impaired people.

supported “Strong People”,
an organisation committed to
the fight against cancer.

Christeyns UK brushed
up their paint skills at a
local community centre and
also donated hand hygiene
products to support schools
manage the covid-19 hand hygiene
requirements.

25
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Some Stories

2020
BELGIUM
Thorben, son of Technical Manager Bert Heye (HQ
Gent), is a student at the atheneum in Lokeren. Thorben was born deaf, but can still attend a normal school.
He has high-tech ear implants and is an experienced lip

SPAIN

reader. However, the coronavirus and the subsequent

Throughout the year, CHRISTEYNS has responded to various requests for

mouth mask requirement prevented him from doing

products from different groups in the city that needed them to halt the spread

so. The school helped Thorben by investing in trans-

of the pandemic. Throughout the months of March and April, many groups were

parent mouth masks and in turn we helped the school!

supplied with products, mainly hydroalcoholic gels for hand disinfection. From

We donated a package of product of 255 litres of Pha-

health centres to state security forces. It is worth remembering that during the

go'rub solution SPS hand disinfectant and 40 litres of

first weeks of the March confinement, hand and surface disinfection products were

Mida San 318 DR for surface disinfection.

in short supply, which is why there were so many requests. Coinciding with World
Hand Sanitising Day, CHRISTEYNS made a new significant donation of products
to various groups: the Gandia Red Cross, the Oliva Red Cross, the Tavernes Red
Cross, the Francesc de Borja Regional Hospital, the Beniopa Health Centre, the
Raval Health Centre, the Corea Health Centre and the Grau Health Centre, all of
which are health centres in Gandia. At the end of the year we started to collaborate
with the Rotary Club Gandia to donate products to entities who were in desperate
need of these products. On this occasion, the recipients were groups such as
Endavant, Asmisaf, Comedor Social, Cáritas and Residencia de los Franciscanos
de Palma de Gandia. The company has also collaborated over the last few months
with the Safor Businessmen's Association, giving them products to distribute. The
company's staff have also been repeatedly given kits of hydroalcoholic products
for disinfecting their own homes. In total, during 2020, more than 1,700 litres of
product in different formats have been donated to different groups in the city and
the region.

26
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B. Internships, apprenticeships and work experiences for the next generations

Christeyns offers young people the possibility to acquire certain skills, develop their knowledge and broaden their business perspectives through to on-the-job trainings. From short-term internships to longer-term apprenticeships or graduation projects, there are always lots of opportunities within the group. These experiences are organised under the
supervision of a Christeyns mentor and are usually in cooperation with an educational institution. The types, content and
length of these trainings vary from country to country.
Christeyns UK runs long-term apprenticeship programmes. Currently Christeyns Bradford employs eight apprentices,
gaining business experience and qualifications tailored towards their personal career path.
Christeyns UK also developed the “Christeyns experience” programme, a programme specifically designed to help local
students aged 13-18y build understanding and gain hands-on experience of how a manufacturing business operates.
The goal? Help prepare the next generation of locals with key skills and knowledge for employment, such as presentation
skills, interview skills, and job skills, alongside providing them with a hands-on insight into how a business operates, and
an experience to remember.

Organisation skills

Communication skills

Telephone skills

Ability to work under pressure

Teamwork

Building on existing skills

Problem solving

Resilience

27

Gain confidence
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3 PLANET | OUR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

In the eyes of the general public, chemical companies do not have the best reputation. They are often associated
with water and air pollution, health risks via contact with products, danger of accidents in the factories, dumping
of chemical waste… Even though the chemical industry has dramatically improved its environmental performance, the public’s perception goes back to the old days when there were much less rules, regulations and
efforts to limit these risks. Christeyns is dedicated to turning this perception around and aims to be as
green as possible and to support our customers in their transition to a greener future.
Natural green is as prominent a component of Christeyns’ company logo as is clean blue, representing purity. A permanent reminder that we take our environmental responsibilities very
seriously, all the way from new product development to the packed end product, and not in
the least at our customer’s premises.

29
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3.1 REDUCING THE IMPACT IN OUR OPERATIONS
A. Our Production Sites

i. Environmental management systems
Our main production plants in Belgium, France, the UK
and Spain have the ISO 14001 certification for successfully
implementing an environmental management system. As
an organisation, we want to minimize our environmental
impact. The ISO standards help us to decrease waste, CO2
emissions and water pollution.

Production Site

47% of our production

sites are ISO 14001
certified, these sites
produce 84% of our
total output.

Percentage of
products produced
in ISO 14001
certified plant

84%

ISO14001
Certification

Christeyns NV, Ghent, Belgium

✓

Christeyns Bradford, UK

✓

Christeyns Food Hygiene, Warrington, UK

✓

Clover Chemicals, UK

✓

CHRISTEYNS-BETELGEUX, Ador, Spain

✓

Christeyns France, Vertou

✓

Christeyns Food Hygiene France

✓

All of the group’s production facilities aim to minimize emissions, effluents and waste
caused by its operations and dispose of waste through safe and responsible methods.

30
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Metrics
Production output

Energy consumption

(tons)

Fleet

(kWh/ton produced)
Total product output:

148000 tons

Of which ecologically
certified products:

16350 tons

Plastic packaging:

3600 tons

11%

products
with
ecolabel

Average electricity
consumption:

46,65 kWh/ton produced

Of which
renewable energy:

9,8 kWh/ton produced

21%

of energy is
renewable

N° of company cars:

507

Of which hybrid or full electrical:

12%

Average CO2 emissions per car
(NEDC):

Supply Chain
Waste
Waste* created per ton of
finished product:

10 Kg

Waste water per ton 84 L
produced:
Product filled in reused 36000 tons
packagings:
* = general waste, cardboard and paper, plastics
and wood. Excluding waste water)

24%

of output
filled in
reused
packagings

12
production
plants reuse
drums and
IBC's

31

Amount of finished goods
destructed/year due to shelf 420 tons
life, quality or damage:

<0,5%

of total product
output destructed

122 g/km
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ii. Energy efficiency

Christeyns tries to run its production sites as energy
efficient as possible. First of all by optimising processes,
secondly by introducing renewable energy sources and
new techniques.
SOLAR PANELS
Both our production site in Ghent Belgium and the
Betelgeux-Christeyns site in Spain have installed a solar

365Tons + 26,9T
of Co2 saved/year

installation on the roof in 2020.
The 12 000 m3 roof of our distribution centre in Ghent
has 3 600 solar panels, generating about 1 million kWh
annually. This allows us to significantly increase the

of 26.9 tons of CO2 yearly. The improvement work on

amount of green energy used to about 40% of our

the solar energy production system after the first half

total energy consumption. We save about 365

year of operation, has led to its optimisation. The solar

tons of CO2 each year. It provides 60% of the

energy consumed has increased with 0.8 %, optimising

energy consumed at our logistic centre in

its consumption to 99.7 % of the energy produced. This

Ghent, and 10% of the energy consumed in
the production plant. The project is a winwin situation, as it this green energy is
33% cheaper than traditional energy.
In Spain, the new 2,500 m2 warehouse was
equipped with 240 solar panels of 275 Wp
with a power of 66 kw for self-consumption,
and avoiding the emission into the atmosphere

32

indicates that practically no kWh produced is wasted.
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LED LIGHTING
Christeyns’ European Distribution Centre, our our main
warehouse located in Ghent, Belgium has been fully
equipped with energy efficient Led lighting and high
speed doors that close rapidly, reducing heat loss and
contamination.
Also Christeyns Food Hygiene UK has invested in LED
lighting and motion sensors, which reduced energy
consumption by more than 80%.

LED lightning investment (UK)
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iii. Waste water

In order to reduce the environmental impact of our organisation, we have implemented various processes in to reduce
the amount of wastewater generated in our production facilities. In our production in Ghent, we went to the extreme: 0
litres of water is wasted. This is realised by various sustainable cleaning processes used in production, which optimize
water usage and avoid contamination.
0 litres of waste water is realised by:

1

Dry cleaning of surfaces that came in contact with
powders. This avoids contamination of water.
When cleaning surfaces that came in contact with liquids,

2
3
4
5

we avoid contaminating the water with different products
in order to assure successful cleaning and re-usage of the
water.

Efficient bundling of product batches in order to minimize
cleaning.

Standardised cleaning programs that minimize water
usage.

Using reverse osmoses-processes

34

0L

OF WASTE WATER
DISCHARGED TO
SEWER
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iv. Staff engagement for the environment

In order to increase the engagement of the employees
and enhance our green image at the same time,
Christeyns-Betelgeux in Spain launched a campaign
called “To Que Harias?”, or “What would you do?”. The
purpose is in the first place as an awareness campaign
for the employees of the company, stressing the importance of respecting the environment as a chemical company. The campaign involves the staff, by inviting them
to suggest their own initiatives and actions for improving the impact the company has on the environment.

v. Biodiversity

Planting for Biodiversity | Spain

Bee-friendly garden | Belgium

On 31 January, 2020 120 children from a local school

At the entrance of Club C, Christeyns HQ’s recreational

in Ador - Spain took part in a reforestation day in the

area for personnel, a small garden was created with

public park financed by CHRISTEYNS in 2019. The park,

attention to biodiversity and bee-friendly planting.

located on a publicly owned 7,510 m2 plot of land at

There are also some benches where truck drivers can

the entrance to the Raconc Industrial Estate, is home to

relax while they wait for their load.

native species such as Celtis australis and Olea europea.
Coinciding with “Tree Day”, the students planted 150
pines and oaks.

The proposals are then voted and the winning idea will
be implemented into practice in 2021.
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2. OUR PRODUCTS

Christeyns is standing up for a cleaner world. We take our
environmental repsonsibilities very seriously, throughout

AREA

AIMS RAW MATERIALS

AIMS PRODUCTION

European
Union

Minimum use of raw materials.

the entire life cycle of our products. From raw materials
and the production process to packaging and delivery.
Our research and development department is constantly
striving to use environmentally friendly raw materials
and sustainable formulations, by trying to find the right
balance between quality, efficiency and sustainability. We
have developed phosphate-, perborate- and NTA-free

Nordic
countries

products and also obtained environmental certifications
such as the EU Ecolabel, Ecocert and Nordic Swan.

Biodegradable surfactants.

To avoid contamination with
other non-Ecolabel products.

Restriction on the use of nonbiodegradable materials.

Traceability of raw materials
and finished products.

Ban on hazardous materials
(CMR, EDTA, NTA, etc.).

ISO 9001 and ISO14001.

Minimum use of raw materials.

To avoid contamination
with other non-Nordic Swan
products.

Biodegradable surfactants.
Restriction on the use of nonbiodegradable materials.
Ban on hazardous materials
(CMR, EDTA, NTA, etc.).

80 countries

Green’R is the most extensive ecological brand
in the European Food and Professional Hygiene
market. We offer 113 products, each with one or
more of the previously stated certifications.
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Traceability of raw materials
and finished products.
ISO 9001 and ISO14001.

Derived from renewable
sources.

Derived from renewable
sources.

Natural animal, plant or
mineral raw materials.

Natural animal, plant or
mineral raw materials.

Not derived from
petrochemicals.

Not derived from
petrochemicals.

Exceptions for certain raw
materials that do not yet have
a natural equivalent.

Exceptions for certain raw
materials that do not yet have
a natural equivalent.

Limited level of ethoxylated
surfactants.

Limited level of ethoxylated
surfactants.
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AIMS PERFORMANCES

AIMS PACKAGING

Assessment by an approved
independent laboratory
or through field tests.

Restriction on the quantity
of packaging.
Ban on secondary
packaging.

Performances are tested
against either a market
reference or a standard
product.

Favours concentrated
products.

Assessment of the products’
performance in the field.

Restriction on the quantity
of packaging.

Test report confirmed by
the certified organisation.

Favours concentrated
products.

No assessment required by
the benchmark.

The broadest professional ecological range in
the market

User safe products

•

Products without CLP symbols or in secure
packaging (no contact with the product, even
if the product in its concentrated phase is
aggressive)

Neither toxic nor harmful to humans and the
environment

•

Adapted packagings, with simple and precise
dosage

Reduced risk of allergies

•

Training regarding safe use of products

•
•
•

Very effective hygiene products at low doses

•
•

Phosphate- and phthalate-free

100% recyclable packaging

Recyclable primary
packaging.
Restriction on secondary
packaging.

We offer

113

Doses and wipes excluded.

products with

ecolabel
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Innovations 2020
GOAL

We invest strongly in R&D to find new and sustainable
solutions to further decrease our environmental impact.

Reduce plastic
use by 99%

Green'R Superconcentrates
In Practice

As such we launched various innovations in 2020.
GREEN’R SUPERCONCENTRATES
Green’R superconcentrates are ecological products that

1

have been heavily concentrated in order to decrease the
need for packaging and excessive transport. The customer

350

POUCH
1,8 KG

mixes the product with water in-house, a win-win situation
both for the customer and for the environment. All the

SPRAY BOTTLES
750 ML

chemicals of this range have been granted the EU ecolabel.

1

2

Fill container (spray, bottle,
bucket, ...) with water

38

Dose superconcentrate

3
Ready to clean!
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GOAL

Reduce water consumption
during cleaning

GOAL

Eliminate pollution
& health risk

TRANSFER GUARD
IN-SITE OPC (FOOD)

TRANSFER GUARD

In-Site OPC is our hygiene monitoring and reporting

For our laundry customers, we introduced Transfer guard,

Christeyns. "Chemicals can affect a person's health, pollute

system offered to food processing plants. It measures

an innovative concept that allows for the safe transfer

the environment and so on. These hazards place a great

and registers key parameters of the open plant cleaning

of chemicals which could be potentially dangerous. It

responsibility on employees, procedures and equipment to

process in real time. It allows customers to confirm the

evolved from some small incidents that happened on our

be safe and reliable. By using Transfer Guard you eliminate

quality, costs and environmental impact of the cleaning

sites, resulting from sloppy handling of these substances.

the risks."

process.

Transfer Guard makes the people involved in the transfer

Food companies often have limited control over water
or

chemicals

consumption,

pressure,

time

and

temperature during the manual cleaning of open surfaces
and equipment.

In-Site OPC enables online traceability

of all parameters involved in the cleaning process. It

process scan a range of QR codes. These codes work
as a controlling system, checking

whether the correct

responsible is present when the transfer is happening, and
if the product and the filling point match. Christeyns has
now acquired a European patent for this safety innovation.

will enhance the performance of the cleaning operations,

"We developed Transfer Guard because transferring

making them more reliable, reducing risks and optimising

chemicals can be dangerous for several reasons," says

the use of resources while reporting proof of execution.

inventor Cees van Haasteren, regional director Benelux at
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2. REDUCING THE IMPACT AT OUR CUSTOMERS
A. A long history of saving Water and Energy Through Innovative Washing Processes

Christeyns’s biggest industry segment is the Industrial

than 10L of water per kg of linen washed, while Sanoxy

laundry business. Laundries consume large amounts of

max is able to reduce that with 75% down to 2.5L/kg.

water and energy during the production process. Already

Energy consumption is brought down from 0.45 kWh/Kg

since 2000, Christeyns has invested heavily in innovations

of linen to only 0.12 kWh/kg.

that can help our laundry customers save water and
energy!

COOL CHEMISTRY

SANOXY MAX
SANOXY MAX

COOL CHEMISTRY
The next generation washing process is Cool Chemistry, a
unique and patented laundry concept to wash at a lower

Christeyns developed the Sanoxy concept and later the

temperature, with less water, with neutral pH values (which

optimised Sanoxy Max, 2 sustainable wash concepts that

is softer for the textile), and especially with innovative

significantly reduce the amount of water and energy used

chemistry. Cool Chemistry is already implemented in over

in the process. Classic washing processes consume more

200 European laundries.
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What is particularly special about this concept is the fact
that the bleaching agent Cool Brite is made locally at
the customer's premises. The Cool Brite components are
delivered to the customer in a concentrated form. In the
Cool Box the correct ratio of the components is weighed,
mixed with water and injected directly into the washing
process. In 2020, Cool Brite is the largest product in the

2.45 billion kWh

range of laundry products from Christeyns. By adding the
water to the customer on the spot, a transport of 11,412
tons per year is avoided, equalling 571 trucks less per year.
Add to that the energy savings that can be made thanks

49.000.000 m3

to washing at low temperature, and the prolongation
of textile life thanks to the pH neutral process, and you
can understand why this revolutionary concept is so
environmentally friendly.
Implementing Sanoxy Max, Cool Chemistry, PureSan and
other innovative washing processes in the facilities of our
laundry consumers has allowed us to save 49.000.000 m3
of water and 2.45 billion kWh in energy between 2002
and 2020.
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B. Project Highlights 2020

Despite the corona crisis, we managed to help several customers make substantial water & energy savings. An overview
of the 2020 highlights:

Location:
Type of linen:
Tonnage:
Goal:
Project:

Customer

Customer

BARDUSCH

Textilia

Water
consumption:

Ludwigshaven, Germany

Customer

DFD

healthcare
23T of linen/day
reduce water consumption
•

Re-installing and optimising
the water recycling system

•

Optimising the wash
process

-32%

Location:
Type of linen:
Tonnage:
Goal:
Project:

Herning, Denmark

Location:
Type of linen:
Tonnage:
Goal:

hotel
28T of linen/day

Project:

reduce water and energy
consumption
•

Installing press water
recycling

Water
consumption:

•

Implementing Cool
Chemistry wash process

-25%

•

Reducing wash temperature

Energy
consumption:

-11%
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Stockholm, Sweden
healthcare
50T of linen/day
reduce water & energy
consumption
•

Installing a Lint-X Rotor
water recycling system

•

Optimising the efficiency of
the heat exchangers

Water
consumption:

-25%

Energy
consumption:

-6%
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Customer

LVR Klinik
Location:
Type of linen:
Tonnage:
Goal:

Customer

CWS Hygiene
Location:
Type of linen:
Tonnage:
Goal:
Project:

Water
consumption:

Project:

-40%

Bedburg Hau, Germany
healthcare
8T of linen/day

Customer

•

•

Installing of waste water
heat exchanger Heat-X
Rotor
Implementation of low
temperature wash process

Cakovec, Croatia

reduce water and energy
consumption
•

Installing a Lint-X Rotor
water recycling system

•

Implementing Cool
Chemistry wash process

•

Reducing wash temperature

Location:
Type of linen:
Tonnage:

roller towels and dust mats
40T of linen/day

Esperia

reduce water & energy
consumption

Goal:
Water
consumption:

Energy
consumption:

-12%

-6%

Energy
consumption:

-8%
43

Project:

Rhodes, Greece
hospitality
200T of linen/day
reduce energy consumption
•

Installing of Air-2-water
Heat exchanger (Heat-X
Air E)
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C. Reducing Waste Through IBC & drum Collection

Also when it comes to waste, Christeyns does not
stand on the side-line and takes up its responsibility.
Christeyns organizes for its customers an extensive
collection and cleaning service of the empty drums
and IBCs, in more than 10 European countries: Belgium,

collected at their site.
Our goals for the future is to implement the app in
practice as it provides the customer with a fast and easyto-use solution.

the Netherlands, Germany, France, Austria,
Switzerland, Italy, Spain, Portugal, UK and
Ireland.
Every year 20,000 IBCs and 30,000
drums are reconditioned. For
collection and reconditioning
Christeyns works together with a
specialized partner. UN- certified
packaging material is normally
valid for 5 years, but the company
applies stricter standards and takes
drums out of circulation after 4 years, IBCs
are inspected after 2 years and recertified for a
maximum of 2 years extra.
We have successfully developed a mobile application
for customers in collaboration with AWARE. Primarily,
the app is provided to consumers as a tool for easily
ordering products. To increase the recycling of used
IBC’s and drums, we have included a feature that allows
consumers to easily indicate the amount that can be
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4 PRINCIPLES
OUR WAY OF DOING BUSINESS
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4 PRINCIPLES | OUR WAY OF DOING BUSINESS
A . FINANCIALLY RESPONSIBLE

The financial risks of the company are carefully managed to ensure a secure financial platform that allows us to drive
our business forward, to offer stability to our employees and to be an attractive employer in the local community.
We limit the use of financial leverage and shareholders reinvest the profits of the company back in the business for the
long term growth.

B. ETHICALLY RESPONSIBLE
Christeyns aspires to be the employer of choice, by ensuring that our employment policies not
only comply with legislation, but are always fair and ethical. We respect the rights of the trade
unions, condemn each form of child labour, forced labour or discrimination, and promote equality
throughout the company.
Christeyns works in partnership with its suppliers and customers, and deals with them in a fair and
respectful way. We do not tolerate bribery in any form, we neither accept nor pay any bribes or
illegal payments.

Following policies have been developed within Christeyns
•

Policy against Bribery and Corruption:

•

Equal opportunities policy

•

Whistle blowing policy

•

Modern slavery policy

•

Supplier code of conduct
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5 PARTNERSHIPS
FOR BIGGER IMPACT
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PARTNERSHIPS – FOR BIGGER IMPACT
5.1 WASTEWATER PROJECT

Christeyns BE joined a project in collaboration with the
University of Leuven (Belgium) and INOPSYS. The project
is working on an innovation that would allow Christeyns’
laundry customers to produce a reduced amount of
chemical oxygen, which has a direct impact on the
amount of wastewater produced.

Catalyst

UV, Ultrasonic,
Semiconductor, metal

Initiator

OH·

H2O2, O3, H2O

Organic
Pollutants, RH

A.O.P
Initiator

H2O2, O3, H2O

R·
O2
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5.2 BIOSURFACTANTS PROJECT
Christeyns HQ also participates in the Applisurf project for the development of biosurfactants from yeasts, in
collaboration with Ghent University, FBBV, BBEPP and Thomas More Institute.

5.3 ENERGY COOPERATION - PROJECT “NIEUWE DOKKEN” | BELGIUM
“Nieuwe Dokken” is a project of Christeyns Belgium in collaboration with the local environment, in an attempt to
reduce our impact on the environment. With this project, we will supply heating to over 400 appartements, coming
from excess heat of Christeyns’ production, by using a closed heat circuit. This heat comes from the production of
esters, where a reaction is provoked by heating up the components. About 70% of all excess heat produced will be
delivered. As a return, we receive the wastewater coming from the appartements. The water, which is about 30 000
m3 each year, is thoroughly cleaned and used as process water at our production facility. This project is how we as a
company want to contribute to the building of a circular economy.
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D. COFFEE PROJECT | BELGIUM
Christeyns started with a project to see if we can produce soap from coffee grounds. This initiative fits in with the idea
of a circular economy where you reuse materials to keep waste to a minimum.
Every year, about 45,000 tons of coffee grounds end up in the rubbish bin in Flanders (Belgium). How could we
process these grounds so that they are not simply lost? Christeyns was contacted to contribute to this circular
economy story. The coffee grounds do, in fact, contain oil that may be processed into soap. In cooperation with Kaffee
Circulair, a project of GLIMPS.bio, we took the challenge.
How does it work in practice? The company Suez will collect coffee grounds from the City of Ghent (Belgium), Ghent
University and a number of smaller organisations in and around Ghent. The grounds can be dried and then pressed to
extract the oil. The oil you obtain is similar in composition to vegetable oil. You can get about 40 grams of oil from 1 kg
of coffee grounds. Christeyns will then use this oil to make hand and floor soap.
Even after the oil has been pressed from the grounds, the remaining coffee grounds can be further processed into, for
example, a fertiliser for plants, a filler or pressed into bowls. This will be explored further with other companies. If it
succeeds, we can speak of a complete circular economy story.

E. SUSTAINABILITY CHAIR @ VALENCIA UNIVERSITY | SPAIN
Already since 2017, Betelgeux-Christeyns and the Catholic University of Valencia have signed an agreement for
the creation of a “Chair for the Development of a Sustainable Economy through Innovation and the Promotion of
Entrepreneurial Talent”. The chair is promoted by the Faculty of Economics and Business Studies. With this chair,
Betelgeux-Christeyns participates in a knowledge forum, in which it will have the opportunity to share its know-how
and experience acquired over the years, in order to be able to contribute to a better world.
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